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“Integrity is choosing courage over comfort;
it’s choosing what’s right over what’s fun,
fast, or easy; and it’s practicing your values,
not just professing them.”
Dr. Brene Brown

The Chief’s Desk
A lot is happening in our CAFMA world this week. Not happening
within our organization, necessarily, but things that impact our
organization. Let me start with the biggest one first: The State has yet
to issue Priority’s CON despite receiving approval for the CON on
April 4, 2022. The Bureau of EMS feels like they may be able to get to
it in late July or August.

Upcoming Events:
June 13: Meet with someone
interested in being of the Chino
Board, Record Podcast
June 14: RWOP Lunch, PT, Pain
Management
June 15: HR Panel Briefing, HR
Tours of our agency, Reception
June 16: HR Manager
Interviews

To my knowledge this is unprecedented with the issuance of CONs.
Why? There are lots of excuses and some finger pointing as you can
Board Meetings:
imagine. However, the bottom line is that a CON was approved and
June 27: Administration
CVFD – 1600-1630
should have been issued by now. The fact is that the lack of coverage
CYFD – 1630-1700
continues, the Level Zeros continue, the EMT-only ambulances
CAFMA – 1700-1830
continue to operate with delayed responses, and we continue to be
frustrated. How hard is it to understand that our citizens are not
receiving adequate transport services at the hands of a private company who is seemingly, in my
opinion, being protected by the state.
In other AMR news, they’ve exercised their option under the law to file an appeal regarding approval of
Priority’s CON in Superior Court. I was informed yesterday that AMR has filed a stay to prevent the
issuance of the approved CON. With any luck, the Judge will rule that they have to put up a bond to
cover any lost revenues for Priority when AMR loses.
You all are seeing it on the street and hearing it over the radio – this is a complete cluster @#$%!.
Fortunately for the Bureaucrats working in Phoenix, they can simply bury their collective heads deep in
the sand and ignore the issue because it doesn’t impact their families. How fortunate for them. I did
spend an hour on the phone with the Bureau of EMS Chief. We had a good conversation, however it
does not appear as if anything will change anytime soon.
There are still a number of bills outstanding at the legislature that relate to Fire Districts and Fire
Authorities in the state. The first is S1243 which is the technical correction requested by the AZ
Treasurer’s office clarifying that Fire Authorities are entitled to receive tax revenues for marijuana sales.
Yes, we are regulated under the Title 48 which is the Special District statute, and yes, we are created and
funded by underlying fire districts. However, the current language does not specifically say “Fire
Authorities.” S1243 offered a simple fix... made more complicated by some additions allowed by the bill
sponsor.
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How to Spot — and Develop — High-Potential Talent in
Your Organization
By: James Intagliata, Jennifer Sturman, and Stephen Kincaid
Organizations struggle to identify their next-gen leaders, and for good reasons. When you don’t know
what the future will bring, how do you figure out who has — or can acquire — the right strengths to
meet those challenges? Which high potentials will give you the best return on your development
efforts?
Faced with these uncertainties, businesses tend to focus on what they do know: They look for people
who’ve taken on more responsibility in their careers or have nailed their performance targets. In short,
they look for future leaders by focusing on past track records. And this approach can work well if you’re
filling a known role and candidates have had chances to demonstrate the required skills and
characteristics.
But past performance doesn’t tell you who can do things they haven’t done before. It also doesn’t help
identify high potentials earlier in their career. Your leadership pipeline could be missing out on other,
potentially richer sources of talent — people who haven’t had equitable access to mentoring,
sponsorship, development, and advancement opportunities.
To tackle this problem, we developed a model for predicting leadership potential that’s grounded not in
achievements but in observable, measurable behaviors. Drawing on a database of more than 23,000
candidate assessments for roles at public and private companies, we conducted in-depth analyses of
1,500 individuals, from entry-level professionals to senior leaders. We examined their behaviors and
isolated three psychological markers that reliably predict individuals’ ability to grow and handle
increased complexity in new roles:

HBR.org
Chief’s Desk Continued
Because the statute regarding distribution of marijuana tax funds was created as a ballot initiative, it
takes a super majority vote to make changes. It passed in the Senate, but failed in the House on Monday
of this week by a slim margin. House leadership has agreed to put the bill up for consideration again
when all House members are present; I believe nine were absent when the bill went for a vote. I’ve
corresponded with Representative Burges and hope that the information I provided will make a
difference when the bill is introduced on the floor again.
I was at the Capitol on Wednesday this week for a stakeholder meeting with the Senate Republican
Caucus regarding the proposed ballot referral of a 1/10 of a cent sales tax to help fund fire districts in
the state. We had a very good meeting with a lot of support from those present. Senate President Fann
has been a significant supporter of the fire service over the years, and she continued to show that
support in this meeting. I personally cannot thank her enough.

This bill was dead, but was revived as a strike everything bill. Our hope is to dislodge the bill from the
Rules Committee in the House and move it to the Senate for final approval. It’s been a heavy haul
throughout the legislative session, and I know the PFFA legislative team has worked diligently to keep it
moving.
As the Fire Chief, I cannot come out in favor of or against the initiative; however, I can share the facts.
Number one, municipal fire departments receive a majority of their funding from sales taxes. This means
everyone who visits, stays, shops, or eats within their municipal boundaries helps fund emergency
services. Some cities and towns have been approved to institute a small property tax to help fund their
cities. Regardless, municipal emergency services receive the bulk of their funding from sales tax.
In contrast, Fire Districts are funded by property taxes, which means that anyone visiting our area who
uses our services is not contributing to our operations. For example, if we have a soccer tournament in
PV and someone from the Valley is injured or sick. They’ve stayed at the hotels in our area, eaten at the
local restaurants, and shopped in our stores; however, none of what they paid in sales taxes comes to
us. To that end, they’ve not contributed in any way to our operations. Only those that live in, or own
property within our jurisdictional boundaries pay for our services. Ultimately, the injured or sick nonresident/non-property owner doesn’t pay us anything. This initiative would add 1/10 of a cent to the
sales tax across the state so everyone helps pay for emergency services.
Going back to the weed tax for a moment. As I said, Fire Authorities were not explicitly cited in the ballot
language which is why the single attorney has interpreted that we should not receive funds. This is
despite the fact that Fire Authorities are made up of Fire Districts…
To provide a financial perspective, $.01 of property tax on the Central Yavapai side generates $85,000.
For Chino Valley, $.01 of property tax generates approximately $15,000. If we were supposed to get, for
round numbers, $300,000 in marijuana tax money, we could hire three additional personnel. Without
the tax money from marijuana sales, we would need to raise the CYFD tax rate by $.0353. To raise
$100,000 on the Chino Valley side we’d have to increase the tax rate for our citizens by $.066. For
clarity, it costs us approximately $100,000 in employee-related expenses and gear for a new employee.
Let’s apply that same analysis to the 1/10 of a cent sales tax. Our data is showing that we need an
additional 24-hour engine in service today. However, we cannot raise property taxes enough in one year
to cover the cost of hiring 12 new firefighters at a cost of roughly $1.2 million. In order to cover the cost
of the new personnel using property taxes only, we would need to increase the rate by roughly $.14. I
don’t believe I’m overstating how unhappy our taxpayers would be if we raised their taxes that much in
one year.
To that end, we have to wait four years to capture net assessed valuation increases and incrementally
increase the tax rate. Our data today shows we need an engine, and that’s based on the increases we’ve
realized over the last four years; what do you think the data will tell us four years from now? Likely, that
we’re now behind two or three engines. Where does that money come from? Let’s also not forget
equipment and infrastructure, e.g. stations, training needs, etc.
The 1/10 of a cent sales tax could generate up to $7.7 million dollars between Chino Valley and Central
Yavapai. To increase our annual revenues that amount in one year we would have to raise the property
tax approximately $.90. The injection of that money into our revenue base would allow us to fund new

positions and meet demand while controlling the property tax rate. As I’ve said before, we need X
amount of dollars to operate. The only way we have to generate substantive revenue right now is
through property taxes. The question for voters is, how do you want to fund the services you expect? Do
you want to diversify and share the cost with everyone who uses the service, or do you want to fund it
solely based on the value of your property?
Lest we forget, we live under a regressive property tax structure as a result of Prop 117. This means our
only option is to increase property tax rates. I hope we can at least get the question referred to the
public so they can decide how they want to fund services.
As I said in the beginning, there’s a lot happening in the CAFMA world right now. Not internally, but
things that have a direct affect on us. We’ll keep pushing to ensure we have what we need to provide
appropriate services, but it remains a difficult battle.
Fight the good fight, and never give up the ship!! I kind of feel a little Captain Sparrow this week 😉 I
can assure you however that the rum is in fact not gone…

May Call Statistics
By: GIS/Statistician Michael Freeman
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